ASIA CLEAN ENERGY FORUM 2023
Navigating toward a Carbon-Neutral Future through Clean Energy Solutions
13–16 JUNE

ACEF 2023 Registration Procedure: For Participants Who Have Already Registered Online

STEP 1
For paying participants, please proceed to the Visitors Registration Counter (ADB Avenue entrance) for verification payment, and issuance of ACEF badge.

For non-paying participants, please proceed to any ADB entrance for verification and issuance of ACEF badge.

- Passport or any VALID government issued ID with photo
- Printed or electronic copy of online registration and payment.

STEP 2
If you would like to print your QR Code, please proceed to the Self-Service Check-In Kiosks. The QR code will be emailed to you or you may approach the QR code counter to get your QR code printed. Ushers will scan your QR code when you enter the session rooms at ACEF.

STEP 3
Connect with ACEF 2023 participants through the ACEF Event App by EventsAIR.